JUSTICE LEAGUE
TCG

The Justice League
Trading Card Game utilizes the
MetaX game engine - allowing for
universes to clash as you battle
for crossover supremacy!
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OBJECTIVE:
Collect 7 Victory Points
(“VP”) to win the game.
You also win the game
if your opponent’s deck
runs out of cards, but that
is much less common.

PLAYER B

WELCOME TO THE

PLAYER A

FIRST, YOU’LL WANT TO MAKE SURE EACH DECK
IS IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
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Each player begins the game with 5 cards in hand
and 0 MP.
NOTE: You’ll gain MP throughout the match and it will remain
until spent, so keep track of it by using the play-mat,
dice, or a notepad.
Turns in the Justice League TCG are made up of three steps:
1) Prep Step, 2) Planning Step, and 3) Battle Step
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PLAYER A’S
HAND

Player A will take the opening turn of the game – but the
Prep Step is skipped when going first. Player A skips the
Prep Step, and then moves onto the Planning Step.
Player A decides to play Solomon Grundy – Cyrus Gold
Card, generating 1 MP.

Player A begins with the Prep Step and draws a card. Moving on to the
Planning Step, Player A then plays the Poison Ivy – Pamela Isley Card and
gains +2 MP. Player A does not have any Events to use and advances
to the Battle Step.

The Battle Step is fueled by Battle Cards,
which have a Stat type (Strength,
Intelligence, or Special) and a Rank value
from 1-7. Battle Cards often contain
effects, and they can gain or cost MP.

Player A declares an attack with the Solomon Grundy – Cyrus Gold Card by
pushing it into the Battle Zone and playing a Rank 3 Strength Battle Card.
Player A gains +1 MP from the Battle Card (increasing their total MP to 4), and
if the Battle Card had any effects they would be used at this time.

NOTE: During the Planning Step, you may play up to one

Character Card (to a maximum of three in play). Character
Cards generate Meta Points (“MP”) when they are played,
and they’ll also have an effect.

Player A is now finished declaring attacks,
but any additional attacks this turn would
proceed in the same manner.

:Use this effect when the Character Card comes into play (after gaining +MP)

Pushing a Character Card - rotate it 90 degrees
to indicate it has been used.

:Constantly in effect as long as the Character Card is in play
:You may Push the Character Card to activate its effect

NOTE: After all attacks for the turn have been declared, Player B may assign

Character Cards have Stats with a Rank between 1-7. The Rank in
each Stat will determine how you can attack and defend, which
you’ll see during the Battle Step.

defenders. Only prepped Character Cards may defend, and defending
requires the use of a Battle Card. To assign a defender, align the defending
Character Card with the attacking Character Card (and its Battle Card) in
the Battle Zone. Play a Battle Card in front of the defending Character Card,
then use its effects. Continue assigning defenders, one at a time (and a
maximum of one defender per attacking Character Card), until finished.

The Planning Step also allows you to play any amount of Events,
but Player A doesn’t have any to use at this time. To play an Event,
lower your MP by the required amount, use its effects,
then discard it. The Planning Step is now complete.
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The Battle Step allows you to declare any attacks, and your turn ends
after its completion. Character Cards cannot be used to attack on the
turn they enter play, so Player A’s turn is now finished.
Player B begins the next turn with the
Prep Step. With no Character Cards
currently in play, Player B finishes the
Prep Step by drawing a card.

NOTE: During the Prep Step, any of

your Character Cards in play are
prepped by refreshing them to
their upright position. After that,
draw the top card of your deck.

+1 VP

placed face-down into your VP pile. The attacking
Battle Card is discarded, and Player A’s turn is now over.

PLAYER B’S
HAND
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Player B begins the Prep Step and draws a card. In the
Planning Step, Player B plays the Martian Manhunter – J’onn J’onzz Card
and gains +3 MP. Player B then moves on to the Battle Step, declaring an
attack with the Green Lantern – Hal Jordan Card by pushing it and playing
a Rank 4 Special Battle Card.
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Player A decides to defend against the Green Lantern – Hal Jordan Card
with the Poison Ivy – Pamela Isley Card by playing a Rank 2 Intelligence
Battle Card.

NOTE: When an attacker is defended, the Battle Cards played by each Character

Card are simultaneously attached to the opposing Character Card as damage.
Player B’s Green Lantern – Hal Jordan Card attaches Poison Ivy’s – Pamela Isley
Card’s Rank 2 Intelligence Battle Card as damage, while Player A’s Poison Ivy –
Pamela Isley Card attaches Green Lantern’s – Hal Jordan Card’s Rank 4 Special
Battle Card as damage.

Prepping a Character Card return it to an upright position.
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Player B chooses not to defend, allowing the Solomon Grundy
– Cyrus Gold Card to get through for a Victory Point.

NOTE: To gain a VP, the top card of your opponent’s deck is

DRAW

3

A Character Card may only
be used with a Battle Card
with a value that is equal
to or less than its own
Rank in that Stat type.
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Player B enters the Planning Step and elects to play
the Green Lantern – Hal Jordan Card and gains +2 MP.

NOTE: Character Cards can be KO’d by damage

NOTE: Your MP can never go below 0 and the maximum

in one of two ways:

amount is 10.

Player B then chooses to use the Event Card Leap Into
Action by paying 2 MP (lowering their MP to 0) and using
its effect, which allows you to search your deck for a Rank 7
Intelligence Battle Card to add to your hand.

No Character Cards meet their KO threshold
at this time, and Player B’s turn is now over.

META POINTS

0

2

Since the entire deck is searched, Player B must now shuffle
the deck. Player B is finished with the Planning Step and
moves on to the Battle Step.
Player B has no attacks to declare during the Battle Step,
which ends the turn and passes to Player A.

HP KO

TKO

1) The sum value of the damage
attached to the Character Card
is equal to or greater than that
Character Card’s highest Rank
(i.e., the Poison Ivy – Pamela
Isley Card is KO’d by 5 points
of damage)

2) The damage attached to the Character
Card includes an amount of different
Stats equal to or greater than that
Character Card’s total amount of Stats
(i.e., the Poison Ivy – Pamela Isley Card
is KO’d by any combination of two
different Stat types attached as damage).

META POINTS

2

0

DEMO DECK

Any KO’d characters and attached damage are sent to their owner’s discard pile.
Now that you’ve learned the basics, check with your local game stores or retailer
for a Starter Deck - which includes a fully playable theme deck and the full rulebook.
From there, Booster packs can further enhance and customize your deck for
competitive game play (including special foil cards)!
For more information about the Justice League TCG, MetaX engine, or other
offerings from Panini America, please visit www.paninigames.com.
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